
Can’t make it for our Moonlight Madness
sale on Saturday or Sunday? Stop by on
Monday (Oct. 29) and see what kind of
bargains we can tempt you with! We don’t

want to end all that fun after Sunday, so we decided to
leave most  everything out for those with a busy weekend.
Who knows, Steve may be making new deals!

Bonus Moonlight Monday

Learn the lead came technique during this one day class
demonstration.
You will get a step by step  look at how a leaded panel
is assembled. The class will be geared for the person
who has experience with foil but isn’t sure about using
lead. We will discuss all aspects from initial pattern
allowance and actual leading to soldering and cementing.
This offering is designed to help those who are unable
to attend our regular lead class. Time will include a  1/2
hour lunch break so bring a sack lunch.

Soldering Secrets and Finishing Touches

Tues 6:30-9pm   Fee $20Nov. 6 Skill
Level

Learn how to solder like a professional! We will share
our trade secrets on soldering and show you different
techniques that will help improve your soldering skills.
We will also cover decorative soldering that will jazz
up your next project. And, if that isn’t enough, we will
show you how to tune up your iron and talk about
different types of irons.
We will also show you how to add the finishing touches
to your works of art. You will learn about cleaners,
patinas, and polishes that will make your project stand
out!
This class is a hands-on class! Show us what you don’t
like about your soldering and we will show you how
to fix it. You will need to bring your iron, flux & solder.
We will provide the rest!

Prairie Style Lamp Class
featuring Morton’s  Portable Glass Shop

Mon .6:30-9pm  3 weeks-  Fee $50
Plus materials

Nov. 5

Skill
Level

Learn how to do a flat panel
lamp and tackle the Morton
Glass Cutting System at the same
time. In this class, you will cut

out a “Prairie Style” lamp using the Morton System.
We will show you how to set up your Portable Glass
Shop to cut angles and strips the easy way. The class
will be every Monday,  6:30-9 for 3 weeks.

 The Fine Print:

You will need to purchase your glass before class
begins. Lamps sometime take a while to choose glass
for, so you may want to come in early to make your
selections. Also, you will need to bring your glass
cutting tools, Portable Glass Shop, ruler & sharpie
marker with you to class.
The class fee is $50 plus materials. When you come
in to sign up, be sure to pick up your lamp pattern.
Class space is limited so call today!

10 Things to do with “Wine” Bottles
Sat.9:15-1:15pm   Fee $25

Plus materials

Do you ever look at that empty wine bottle
and wonder “What can I do with this?”
Creative Glass people hate to throw anything
away, so let’s see what we can do!
have to empty the wine bottle or liquor
bottle, at another time perhaps! We will
show you many different projects that you
can do with them. We will show you how
to cut the bottoms out to make hanging
lanterns. We will show you how to use the

bottle cutter as well as drilling holes into the bottles. We
will also talk about how to flatten them into cheese trays.
In this class, we will show you many techniques to dress
up your empties. Bring in your favorite bottle and let’s
make some magic! This is the ultimate in recycling!

Nov. 10
Skill
Level

Ward off the snowfall with this
beautiful Snowman plate that you can
make yourself!  As long as you have
it displayed on your table, the snow
will stay away, right? Or make a
wonderful Christmas Tree to decorate
your holiday table. Anyway, you will

get to use the larger kiln for this project and learn more
about the world of hot glass fusing! You will need
glass cutting experience for this class.

Fused Holiday Plate

The fee is $35 plus materials.  The plate will be 8-12”
in diameter. In this class we will cover the basics of
glass fusing and slumping in the larger kiln. Each
student actually has their own kiln to fire their project.
Class is limited so sign up today!

Nov. 17
Skill
Level

Sat.9:15-1:15pm   Fee $35
Plus materials

Nov. 3

Moonlight MadnessOct. 27, Oct. 28 & Oct. 29
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Sat. 9:30-2:00pm   Fee $20
Lead In A Day


